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Abstract 

Heart arrhythmia is a condition affecting a person’s heart rhythm. In some cases, it can be life-threatening. 

Ambulatory electrocardiogram (ECG) devices play an important part in diagnosing arrhythmias. In recent 

years there is a proliferation of consumer- and medical-grade ambulatory ECG devices.  

In this thesis, we focus on an open-source consumer-grade ambulatory ECG device (Protocentral’s 

HeartyPatch). By analyzing its firmware source code, we examine how to communicate with it via TCP/IP, 

and develop a program to record and visualize the ECG data it transmits.  

We also compare the performance and power consumption of HeartyPatch, with that of a medical-grade 

pulse sensor device, the STMicroelectronics’ Body Gateway, by considering a soft real-time heart 

arrhythmia identification system. 
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Περίληψη 

Οι καρδιακές αρρυθμίες είναι ασθένειες που επηρεάζουν τον καρδιακό ρυθμό ενός ατόμου. Σε κάποιες 

περιπτώσεις οδηγούν σε επικίνδυνες καταστάσεις. Πρόσφατα, πιστοποιημένες ιατρικές συσκευές αλλά 

ακόμα και κινητά τηλέφωνα χρησιμοποιούνται για τη μέτρηση του καρδιακού ρυθμού (π.χ. μέσω 

ηλεκτροκαρδιογραφήματος) και τη διάγνωση διαφόρων μορφών αρρυθμίας.  

Σε αυτή την πρακτική εργασία, επικεντρωνόμαστε στη χρήση μη πιστοποιημένης φορετής συσκευής 

ανάκτησης ηλεκτροκαρδιογραφήματος ανοικτού υλικού/λογισμικού (Protocentral’s HeartyPatch). 

Αναλύοντας τον κώδικα firmware και την επικοινωνία της συσκευής μέσω TCP/IP, αναπτύσσουμε 

εφαρμογή ανάκτησης και οπτικοποίησης των καρδιολογικών δεδομένων. 

Τέλος συγκρίνουμε την επίδοση και ενεργειακή κατανάλωση του HeartyPatch σε σχέση με 

πιστοποιημένο αισθητήρα (STMicroelectronics’ Body Gateway), χρησιμοποιώντας εφαρμογή ανίχνευσης 

και κατηγοριοποίησης αρρυθμίας σε πραγματικό χρόνο (soft real time).   
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Electrocardiography 

An electrocardiogram (ECG) (aka. EKG) is one of the non-invasive tests used to check heart activity. It is 

based on the phenomenon that the heart muscle – each time it beats – produces electrical signals that 

can be picked up by sensors. These sensors, commonly referred to as electrodes, are attached to the 

skin at various locations, like the chest, arms, and legs. A graphical representation of the signals can then 

be looked up by a doctor to spot any abnormalities. [5] 

 
Figure 1.1.1: The basic pattern of electrical activity across the heart. [5] 

Figure 1.1.1 depicts a typical heartbeat. It is comprised of 4 waves, named P, QRS (a wave-complex), T, 

and U. The duration, amplitude, and morphology of the QRS complex are useful in diagnosing various 

heart diseases states including, but not limited to, ventricular hypertrophy, myocardial infarction (heart 

attack), and heart arrhythmias. [5] 

1.2 Heart arrhythmia 

The heart has four chambers — two upper chambers (atria) and two lower chambers (ventricles). Heart 

rhythm is normally controlled by the so-called sinus node located in the right atrium. The sinus node 

produces electrical impulses that start each heartbeat. These impulses cause the atria muscles to contract 

and pump blood into the ventricles. The impulses then arrive at a cluster of cells called the atrioventricular 

(AV) node. The AV node sends the electrical signal to the ventricles after a small delay, during which they 

fill with blood. When electrical impulses reach the muscles of the ventricles, they contract, causing them 

to pump blood to the rest of the body. [7] 

Heart rhythm problems, commonly referred to as heart arrhythmias, occur when the electrical impulses 

that coordinate the heartbeats don't work properly, causing the heart to beat irregularly. Arrhythmias are 

classified by the speed of heart rate that they cause (tachycardia (fast) or bradycardia (slow)) and by their 

origin (atria or ventricles). [7] 
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Some arrhythmias may be harmless, or cause bothersome signs/symptoms, while others can be 

deadly. Types of possibly life-threatening arrhythmias include: [7] 

• Atrial flutter: may lead to complications such as stroke. 

• Ventricular fibrillation: it is fatal if the heart rhythm is not restored in time. 

• Long QT syndrome: may lead to fainting and in some cases sudden death. 

1.3 Heart Rate Variability 

Derivable from ECG data is the so-called Heart Rate Variability (HRV). It is the variation of the time interval 

between heartbeats. This variation is controlled by a part of the nervous system called the Autonomic 

Nervous System (ANS). It works regardless of our desire and regulates, among other things, our heart rate, 

blood pressure, breathing, and digestion. The ANS is subdivided into two components, the sympathetic 

(fight-or-flight mechanism) and the parasympathetic (relaxation response) nervous system. [6] 

The brain, through the ANS, instructs the body either to stimulate or to relax different functions. 

It responds not only to a poor night of sleep but also to that of a delicious lunch meal. The body handles 

all kinds of stimuli but, persistent instigators such as stress, poor sleep, unhealthy diet, dysfunctional 

relationships, and lack of exercise, can disrupt this balance, and shift the fight-or-flight response into 

overdrive. [6] 

HRV is an interesting way to identify these ANS imbalances. If a person’s system is in more of a 

fight-or-flight mode, the HRV is low. If one is in a more relaxed state, the HRV is high. People who have a 

high HRV may have greater cardiovascular fitness and be more resilient to stress. HRV may also provide 

personal feedback about one’s lifestyle and help motivate those who are considering taking steps toward 

a healthier lifestyle. On the other hand, research has shown a link between low HRV and depression or 

anxiety and is even associated with an increased risk of death and cardiovascular disease. [6] 

1.4 Ambulatory ECG 

An often-cited feature in the datasheet of an ECG machine is that of a lead. A lead is a “view” of the heart 

that a system generates by processing the input of multiple electrodes. [5] 

A standard 12-lead ECG employs ten electrodes: one attached to each limb, and six across the 

chest. [5] Einthoven's triangle explains why there are 6 frontal leads when there are just 4 limb electrodes 

(left arm, right arm, left leg, right leg). In 1895, Willem Einthoven used four measuring points, by 

immersing the hands and foot in saltwater, as the contacts for his string galvanometer, the first practical 

ECG machine. Measurements are based on an imaginary inverted equilateral triangle centered on the 

chest with the points being the standard leads (e.g., left/right arm, left leg). 

An ECG test typically lasts for a few minutes and involves a patient wearing electrodes and lying 

on a bed, running on a treadmill, or pedaling on a stationary bike. The test can reveal a lot of information 

about the patient’s heart, however, when it comes to cardiac arrhythmias, it is often not sufficient to 

make a full diagnosis. This is because heart rate disturbances often occur only infrequently and may last 

for very brief time intervals. A single or even several standard ECGs taken at different times are likely to 

miss these events. [8] 
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Ambulatory ECG monitors are wearable devices that record the heart rate for prolonged time intervals. 

Their use increases the odds of detecting an intermittent arrhythmia. Several different types of 

ambulatory ECG monitoring have been developed to suit different purposes. These include: [8] 

• Holter monitor: Consists of several electrodes attached to the skin and plugged into a small device 

that is worn around the neck. The Holter monitor is worn continuously for a relatively short 

amount of time (usually 1 or 2 days) during which it records every heartbeat. The device needs to 

be returned before any analysis is done; the doctor plays back the recordings using a system that 

produces a sophisticated analysis of every heartbeat recorded. Holter monitors provide the most 

detailed information of all ambulatory ECG monitors, but they do so only for a limited amount of 

time. [8] 

• Event monitor: This type of device doesn’t record every heartbeat, but rather, attempts to capture 

specific episodes of heart arrhythmia. The main advantage over Holter is that it can be employed 

for several weeks or even months. Many event monitors can transmit recordings of arrhythmia 

events wirelessly to a base station for analysis. [8] 

Several consumer devices that can record an ECG also exist. Their functionality is usually an amalgam of a 

standard and an ambulatory ECG device. For some of them, factors such as radiation exposure, product 

size, form factor, ease of use, battery autonomy, electronics quality, etc., may limit their diagnostic 

accuracy and features, and thus do not meet the standards of ambulatory ECG devices prescribed by 

doctors. [9] 

A few examples of ECG devices in various form factors: 

KardiaMobile by AliveCor 

https://store.kardia.com/products/kardiamobile 

 

It is a handheld single-lead ECG device, cleared by the FDA, that detects atrial 

fibrillation, bradycardia, and tachycardia. The patient needs to place his fingers on 

the device for the ECG to be recorded. 

Apple Watch Series 6 by Apple 

https://www.apple.com/apple-watch-series-6 

 

It is capable of generating an ECG similar to a single-lead ECG. It can detect signs of 

atrial fibrillation, but it is not intended for use by those who have been previously 

diagnosed with the condition. Apple Watch Series 6 has been tested thoroughly in 

a case study by Stanford University, sponsored by Apple. 

Zio XT by iRHYTHM 

This is is a prescription-use only, single-use, ECG monitor patch, that continuously 

records data for up to 14 days. It is cleared by the US FDA for use as a medical 

device. 

D-heart 

https://www.d-heartcare.com 

 

https://store.kardia.com/products/kardiamobile
https://www.apple.com/apple-watch-series-6
https://www.apple.com/apple-watch-series-6
https://www.d-heartcare.com/
https://www.d-heartcare.com/
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Portable, medical-grade 8/12 lead ECG for use with a smartphone or a tablet. It is 

CE 1370 certified per Directive 2007/47/EC. 

 

1.5 Scope & Objectives 

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a software application to read the ECG recorded by a wearable 

ECG patch called “HeartyPatch”. This device is of particular interest because it is open-source, i.e., its 

hardware blueprints and software source code are both available for free. Being open-source is important 

because it allows for arbitrary customization of its behavior to application needs. 

The HeartyPatch adheres to the idea of continuously streaming the ECG wirelessly, rather than 

storing it in the device (much like a Holter monitor). It supports Bluetooth and Wi-Fi for its wireless 

communication needs, and out-of-the-box, it utilizes Bluetooth. In this thesis, we want to communicate 

with the HeartyPatch via TCP/IP & Wi-Fi. This will prompt us to flash a custom, slightly-altered official 

version of firmware that relays ECG data using TCP/IP via Wi-Fi. 

In addition, we evaluate the sensor by measuring the performance of a soft real-time arrhythmia 

classification software application. There are two series of tests. In the first one, the system will analyze 

the ECG produced by HeartyPatch, and in the second one, by the Body Gateway, which is a medical-grade 

wearable ECG patch. It will be interesting to see how the HeartyPatch, which is not certified for medical 

use, fares very well compared to a similar, but higher-cost, medical-grade ECG device. And while we are 

at it, we also assess the battery autonomy of both devices. 

In summary, the objectives of our study are as follows, 

Primary objectives 

• Make the HeartyPatch relay its data via Wi-Fi. 

• Analyze HeartyPatch’s firmware to figure out how to communicate with it. 

• Develop an application to read the ECG recorded from the HeartyPatch in soft real-time. 

Secondary objectives 

• Measure and compare the performance of a soft real-time arrhythmia classification application 

in conjunction with HeartyPatch and Body Gateway. 

• Assess battery autonomy of both the HeartyPatch and the Body Gateway. 
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2 HeartyPatch 

HeartyPatch is a complete open-source (both software and hardware), single-lead ECG wearable patch, 

developed by the Indian company Protocentral1. At the time of writing, it was neither available for sale, 

nor had been certified for medical use. Recently, a Protocentral team in collaboration with MIT and Mayo 

Clinic is working towards a new medical-grade pulse sensor for ECG and R-R interval monitoring based on 

HeartyPatch.  

 
Figure 2.1: The HeartyPatch PCB. [1] 

2.1 Overview 

The PCB (Fig. 2.1) roughly measures 65mm x 42mm x 4mm. 

 
Figure 2.1.1: HeartyPatch’s board. [1] 

 
1 https://protocentral.com/ 

https://protocentral.com/
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On the backside (Fig. 2.1.1, left), there are two standard snap-style receptacles for ECG electrodes. 

On the front-side (Fig 2.1.1, right), there is Espressif’s ESP32 SoC (System-on-a-Chip). It is a low-power chip 

designed for mobile/wearable electronics with Wi-Fi and Bluetooth/Bluetooth-low-energy (BLE) 

capabilities. HeartyPatch firmware is built with Espressif’s IoT Development Framework (ESP-IDF) which 

integrates a modified version of the FreeRTOS operating system. 

To the right of the Espressif SoC lies the Maxim Integrated MAX30003 ECG AFE (Analog Front End) 

chip which is responsible for the core low-level functionality: ECG recording and R-to-R detection. 

On the far-right end of the board, a micro-USB port can be used to flash new software, log debug 

information, recharge the battery, or even provide power without being connected to a battery. In normal 

operation, it is advised to use a battery lest, since the input to the device is noisy2. 

A battery can be connected as shown in the next picture (the HeartyPatch kit includes a 450 mAh 

LiPo battery), similar to most other ECG sensor devices. 

 
Figure 2.1.2: The HeartyPatch with a battery attached. [2] 

To use the HeartyPatch, it must first be turned on. Use the small power switch that lies on the bottom left 

side in Fig. 2.1.2. A LED just to the left should turn red, once powered on. Then, one must place it correctly 

near the heart as shown next, 

 
2 There are other factors that may also affect the quality of the data. See 
https://heartypatch.protocentral.com/#frequently-asked-questions. 

https://heartypatch.protocentral.com/#frequently-asked-questions
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Figure 2.1.3: Wearing the HeartyPatch correctly. [1] 

The device’s default (preloaded) firmware performs heart rate and R-to-R measurements and relays the 

data over BLE adhering to the Heart Rate Service3 Bluetooth standard. Moreover, HRV-related data are 

sent using a non-standard protocol. An Android app that displays in real-time the output signals of this 

firmware version is available on Google Play. For more information, refer to: 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.protocentral.heartypatch. (Alternative versions, 

such as EliteHRV can also be used.) 

 
Figure 2.1.4: The official Protocentral Android app. [1] 

 
3 https://www.bluetooth.com/specifications/specs/heart-rate-service-1-0/ 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.protocentral.heartypatch
https://www.bluetooth.com/specifications/specs/heart-rate-service-1-0/
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2.2 Setting up for Wi-Fi/TCP mode 

For this thesis, we utilize the Wi-Fi/TCP-capable version of the official firmware. We initially flash its official 

precompiled binaries found at https://github.com/patchinc/heartypatch/releases. We opt to flash the 

device from a Windows PC since the procedure is simpler.  

The board schematics found at https://github.com/patchinc/heartypatch/tree/master/hardware reveal 

that the micro-B USB port is connected to a UART chip (Fig. 2.2.1). A Universal Asynchronous Receiver-

Transmitter (UART) is a hardware device for asynchronous serial communication commonly used in 

embedded systems. 

 

Figure 2.2.1: HeartyPatch’s (version 2.3) FT231XS-U USB to UART schema. 

Therefore, before flashing the firmware, we must be able to communicate with the HeartyPatch via its 

UART. This is achieved by installing the driver for the UART chip from FTDI’s website: 

https://ftdichip.com/drivers/vcp-drivers/. 

Next, we download Espressif’s secure flash download tool from 

https://www.espressif.com/en/support/download/other-tools. Running the tool prompts for the ESP 

chip version; we select ESP32. The tool needs to be configured as shown in the following image. 

https://github.com/patchinc/heartypatch/releases
https://github.com/patchinc/heartypatch/tree/master/hardware
https://ftdichip.com/drivers/vcp-drivers/
https://www.espressif.com/en/support/download/other-tools
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Figure 2.2.2: Example configuration for flashing using the Flash Download Tool. 

Pressing the “START” button initiates the flashing procedure. The console window (not visible in figure 

2.2.2) logs the progress of the whole operation. 

To flash the HeartyPatch, we follow these steps, 

1. Turn the device off. 

2. Press the “START” button on the tool. 

3. Provided no errors occurred, a sequence of underscore characters (‘_’) followed by dot characters 

(‘.’), will be printed character-by-character periodically to the console window. Turn on the device 

just before the sequence begins, in wit, just before the first underscore in a sequence is printed. 

If the deadline is missed, turn off the device and try again. 

4. Wait for the flash to complete. 

2.3 Firmware analysis 

The C source code for the Wi-Fi and TCP/IP version of the firmware is available at 

https://github.com/patchinc/heartypatch/tree/master/firmware/heartypatch-stream-tcp. 

https://github.com/patchinc/heartypatch/tree/master/firmware/heartypatch-stream-tcp
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The core files are: 

• kalam32_tcp_server.c TCP/IP server code. 

• main.c   general initialization code. 

• max30003.c  interface to the MAX30003 chip. 

• packet_format.h various constants related to the packet structure. 

By convention, we refer to a procedure within a specific file by using: <file>::<procedure>, and where 

a procedure is already introduced or its location obvious by the context we use ::<procedure>. Similarly, 

we use <file>::<line> to refer to a line within a file. Where it facilitates reading, code listings will be 

explained in a bullet list where each item references a single or a range of lines, e.g. 

• 45: <commentary for line 45> 

• 78 – 96: <commentary for lines 78 to 96> 

2.3.1 Initialization 

The entry point is main.c::app_main, 

 

First, ESP’s Non-Volatile Storage (NVS) subsystem is initialized. It provides a mechanism for 

storing/accessing key-value pairs in flash memory. Even though not directly used by the firmware, it is 

used behind the scenes by the Wi-Fi driver and PHY subsystem to store configuration data. 

Next, the MAX30003 chip is initialized. We examine details of how this is done at a later time. 

Interspersed throughout the code are various vTaskDelay calls which cause the calling task to yield its 

execution for a given amount of time. This is typically used after interacting with the MAX30003 chip, 

presumably, to allow for some extra time to process the request. On other occasions, it is used just to stall 

the execution, for example, if polling for some value. Use of a delay is first encountered at line 104. 

Afterward, the Wi-Fi driver is initialized by a call to ::kalam_wifi_init, 
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• 74: ESP’s TCP/IP network stack is initialized. 

• 75: A FreeRTOS event group is created that will be used to notify ::app_main whether the 

network adapter was assigned an IP address. 

• 76: A network event handler is registered. Ιn this case, a networking event may be posted from 

the Wi-Fi driver or TCP/IP stack (ESP-IDF uses the lwIP4 lightweight implementation). 

• 77 – 89: The Wi-Fi system is initialized, configured to connect to the SSID defined in the 

firmware build script, and started. 

• 92 – 94: Optionally, the mDNS service is initialized. This service associates a name with the 

device’s IP for ease of access5. 

An important step in this code is the registration of the event handler at line 76, 

 
4 https://www.nongnu.org/lwip 
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multicast_DNS 

https://www.nongnu.org/lwip
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multicast_DNS
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Its purpose is a) to connect the Wi-Fi station to the configured SSID once the Wi-Fi system is initialized, 

and b) to automatically attempt to reconnect if disconnected. Moreover, the connected event used by 

::app_main is set/reset accordingly. 

Back at main.c::109, the program suspends execution indefinitely waiting for the connected 

event, before starting the TCP/IP server by calling kalam32_tcp_server.c::kalam_tcp_start, 

 

This will spawn a new task with entry point kalam32_tcp_server.c::tcp_conn. 4096 is the stack space 

allocated for the task in words and 5 is the priority of the task. The lower the priority value, the lower the 

priority of the task, with 0 being the lowest and configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1 being the highest 

(configMAX_PRIORITIES is defined in FreeRTOSConfig.h). 

Note that ::app_main runs in the context of a FreeRTOS task (that was spawned by the ESP-IDF), 

but unlike other tasks, it is allowed to return. Thus, after calling ::kalam_tcp_start at line 112 and 

returning, the system will delete the task that ran ::app_main and continue running any other tasks 

normally. 

2.3.2 The TCP/IP server 

The server’s task entry point is kalam32_tcp_server.c::tcp_conn, 
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This is the “control” loop of the server, where it services one client at a time. A call to 

kalam32_tcp_server.c::create_tcp_server will create a TCP/IP socket to listen for incoming 

connections and once a connection is accepted, the MAX30003 is prepared for ECG recording. Next, the 

task responsible for sending the data is created (with priority lower than that of ::tcp_conn), and the 

program enters a control loop for managing the task: it polls the status of the connected socket every 3 

seconds, and if the connection was reset, deletes the send_data task, resets the MAX30003 chip, and 

goes back to listening for new connections. 

The send_data task is a simple loop where a packet is repeatedly constructed and sent, 
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Lines 58 – 61 are completely useless and can be ignored. The observant reader will have no doubt already 

noticed that the source code is of subpar quality, and we will refrain from pointing out such code again. 

The call to max30003.c::max30003_read_send_data at line 66, constructs a packet and returns 

a pointer to it. The data are sent via wifi at line 69 provided that the construction of the packet succeeded. 

Reasons for failure are a) the ECG queue was empty, and b) the ECG queue was not read fast enough and 

therefore, has overflowed. We postpone details on ::max30003_read_send_data until a later time. 

2.3.3 Interfacing with MAX30003 

Back at main.c::103, 

 

there is a call to max30003.c::max30003_initchip which lays the groundwork for communicating with 

the MAX30003 chip and initializes it for recording ECG and R-to-R delay intervals. 
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The first part of this procedure initializes the SPI bus and gets a handle that will be used to communicate 

with the chip. The Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) is a synchronous serial communication interface 

specification used for efficient short-distance communications, primarily in embedded systems. 

Also, ESP’s LED Control (LEDC) peripheral is initialized and configured with a call to 

::max30003_start_timer, 
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The LEDC is primarily designed to control the intensity of Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs), although it can also 

be used to generate Pulse-Width Modulated6 (PWM) signals. In this case, it is used to generate a 

32.768kHz PWM signal that is required by MAX30003. 

Back at max30003.c::230 with the SPI handle at hand, the next step is to initialize the chip. 

 

We will peer into the details of communicating with MAX30003 later on, but for the time being it suffices 

to know that data is sent using ::MAX30003_Reg_Write. The first argument is the register address and 

the second the data to send. 

• 230: The chip is reset; equivalent to power cycling it. ::max30003_sw_reset internally just calls 

::MAX30003_Reg_Write. 

• 233: Alters the general configuration register to enable the ECG channel. Also keeps the default 

master clock frequency setting of 32768Hz. 

• 236: Configures the internal calibration voltage sources. 

• 239: Configures the ECG channel’s input multiplexer. 

Next comes the settings for recording ECG and R-to-R delay intervals, 

 
6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pulse-width_modulation 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pulse-width_modulation
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• 242 – 265: The ECG sampling rate and DHPF (Digital High-Pass Filter) settings are set based on 

the build script choices the user made. Also, the DLPF (Digital Low-Pass Filter) is enabled. 

• 268: R-to-R detection is enabled, and some parameters relevant to R-to-R measurements are 

changed. 

And finally, 

 

• 271 – 272: Sets the threshold for unread ECG samples in the ECG queue. If met or surpassed the 

system will set the STATUS register’s EINT field, to indicate that there are samples available. In 

this case, it is set to 8. 

• 275: Instructs the R-to-R detector to set the STATUS register’s RRINT field to 1 each time it 

identifies a new R event. 
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• 278: Equivalent to a call to ::MAX30003_Reg_Write(SYNCH,0x000000). Prepares the chip for 

ECG recording by resetting the ECG and R-to-R circuitry, clearing the ECG memories and DSP 

filters. 

• 281: Begins a new recording session by clearing the ECG queue, resetting various debugging-

related variables, and setting the current packet sequence number to zero. 

Now let’s have a look at the details of relaying data back and forth to MAX30003. The content of an SPI 

operation consists of 4 bytes: 1 byte for the command and 3 bytes for the data. The command is further 

decomposed to 7 bits for the register address and 1 bit to denote a read/write operation. 

Figure 2.3.3.1: The data of an SPI operation. 

Keep in mind that, even though ESP32 is a little-endian chip, all SPI operation content will be transferred 

(both reads and writes) in big-endian since that is how MAX30003 operates. 

max30003.c::MAX30003_Reg_Write is used to send data, 

 

txData is the buffer that contains the SPI content data. Note that it is built in a big-endian fashion. The 

rest is a straightforward call to ::spi_device_transmit, which queues the transaction and waits for it 

to complete. 

Data is read using max30003.c::max30003_reg_read, 
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This is similar to ::MAX30003_Reg_Write, except this time there is no data to send, and an extra buffer 

(SPI_TX_Buff) is specified in the transaction to hold the result. After the transaction completes, the 3 last 

bytes of the result buffer, are the received register data. The function outputs its result by copying those 

3 bytes to a static buffer (still in big-endian). 

2.3.4 Assembling the packet 

Let’s see now how max30003.c::max30003_read_send_data constructs a packet. The function is 

logically divided into two parts. The first one decides if it is possible to construct the packet. 
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The STATUS register’s EOVF and EINT fields are checked. If EOFV was set (line 377), the ECG queue has 

overflowed and its data may be corrupted (meaning that the write pointer of the ECG ring buffer caught 

up with the read pointer). If EINT was not set (line 385), there was no data in the queue. In either case the 

packet cannot be constructed, and the function returns NULL. If neither was the case, and if conditionally 

compiled, debugging information related to the data already received is logged. 

The second part deals with the actual construction, 
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The packet is constructed byte-by-byte and placed in DataPacketHeader in a little-endian fashion. 

• 397 – 398: Start of frame; a constant to denote the start of the packet. 

• 399 – 400: The size of the payload in bytes. The payload consists of the sequence number, the 

timestamp, the R-to-R value, and the ECG sample data. 

• 401: Protocol version number. 

• 404: Packet sequence number. This is just a serial number increased with each new packet. 

• 407: Timestamp. This is the system uptime. 

• 412: R-to-R value. The measured R-to-R value in milliseconds. 

• 417 – 421: ECG sample data. 

• 423 – 424: End of frame; a constant to indicate the end of the packet. 

This amounts to PACKET_SIZE bytes in total (as defined in packet_format.h) which equals 55 bytes. 

The R-to-R value is included in the packet using ::max30003_read_rtor_data, 
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First, the R-to-R register (Fig. 2.3.4.1) is read from MAX30003 with a call to ::max30003_reg_read, the 

result of which is stored in SPI_temp_32b. The actual value is contained in the upper 14 bits. 

 
Figure 2.3.4.1: The R-to-R register. [3] 

The code between lines 315 and 318 extracts those bits from the big-endian buffer. Next, the bits need to 

be multiplied by the resolution of the R-to-R detector which depends on the master clock frequency, as 

can be seen in the next table, 

 
Figure 2.3.4.2: "Master Frequency Summary Table". [3] 

In this case, the correct resolution is 7.8125 ms, even though the code at line 319 uses 8 ms. 
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An ECG sample is included in the packet with ::max30003_read_ecg_data, 

 

In a similar vein to R-to-R data, the ECG register is read, and relevant bits extracted. 

 
Figure 2.3.4.3: The ECG register. [3] 

One important thing to notice here is that the result will be a 32-bit word that contains the 18 bits of 

information justified to the left. Consequently, the client parsing the data will have to perform a 14-bit 

right-shift as an additional step. 

The function also extracts the ETAG field of the register and stores it for debugging purposes. This 

field indicates the status of the read operation, e.g., the queue was empty, the sample read was the last 

one, etc. 
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2.3.5 Summary 

A sketch of the firmware is illustrated in the next figure, 

 

Figure 2.3.5.1: Bird’s-eye view of the firmware in pseudo-code. 

2.4 Packet format 

Analysis of the firmware revealed the following packet structure, coded in C++, 

 

Listing 2.4.1: The packet structure of HeartyPatch on Wi-Fi mode. 

Fields do not require further processing except for samples, where its elements must be shifted 14 bits 

to the right. 
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2.5 A sample client application 

As part of this thesis, a Windows application was developed to get acquainted with the device. It’s called 

Hearty Patch Stats® and was built in Visual C++ and MFC. 

 

Figure 2.5.1: A screenshot of Hearty Patch Stats® in action. 

Its primary function is to connect to a HeartyPatch running the Wi-Fi version of the official firmware, a 

precompiled version that records at 128 samples/sec) and plot incoming ECG samples. It can optionally 

save incoming packets to a file. 

2.6 Issues 

The use of the program developed in Section 2.5 to test a HeartyPatch device, revealed an unexpected 

behavior of the firmware, which may prove unacceptable in certain scenarios. To understand the issue, it 

is imperative to first explain how the firmware reads ECG samples and sends packets. The firmware under 

question was compiled to record an ECG at a rate of 128 samples/sec. 

Before the firmware can read an ECG sample from MAX30003’s queue, it must first configure 

MAX30003 to somehow notify it when there are any samples available. This is done by setting the EFIT 
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field of MNGR_INT register. The EINT field of the STATUS register will be set every time there are at least 

an EFIT-number of unread samples in the queue. In this case it is set to 8. Since the sampling rate is set to 

128 samples/sec, a new set of 8 samples will be available every 128-1 · 8 sec = 62.5 ms. MAX30003’s ECG 

queue can only hold up to 32 samples, and since the queue is implemented as a ring buffer, if the firmware 

does not read the queue in a timely fashion, it is possible for the write pointer to go past the read pointer, 

effectively overwriting older samples. This event is called an overflow event, and the firmware can check 

for it by testing the EOVF field of the STATUS register. 

To send a packet, the firmware does the following in a loop (see Fig. 2.3.5.1): First, it checks for 

an overflow event. If there is one, clears the ECG queue, and sets the packet serial number back to 0. In 

this case no packet will be sent as the queue contained invalid data. If no overflow event occurred and 

there are unread samples available, it proceeds to construct and send a packet. To construct the packet, 

it increments its serial number by one, and reads 8 ECG samples into it from the queue, among other 

things. Then the packet is eagerly sent using a blocking send call, before starting all over again. This whole 

procedure ideally results in a packet rate of .0625-1 packets/sec = 16 packets/sec. 

The observed issue is that, at seemingly random time intervals, there may be a pause in the 

incoming packet stream. That is, there may be a delay in receiving the next packet, that can be greater 

than 62.5 ms. The length of these delays varies, and the exact cause is unknown, but it is known to 

originate from the send call in the firmware code. That said, because the packet is both constructed and 

sent from the same task, it may cause an overflow event, which will result in the loss of all recorded 

samples. The overflow event manifests itself in the packet stream, as a zeroing of the packet serial 

number. 

Had the firmware been compiled to record faster than 128 samples/sec (at 256 or 512 

samples/sec), the incidence of such events would be higher, as the tolerance for delaying the reading of 

the queue would be smaller. 

Small modifications that can mitigate the problem (somewhat), include, 

• Increasing the EFIT value and the number of samples contained in a packet. This will also slow 

down the packet rate. 

• Disabling Nagle’s algorithm7, since lots of small packets are sent repeatedly.   

 
7 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nagle%27s_algorithm 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nagle%27s_algorithm
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3 Testing performance and power usage 

We will now test the performance of a software application that analyzes an ECG recording for heart 

arrhythmias in soft real-time. There will be two runs of tests where the application will receive an ECG, 

wirelessly via Wi-Fi, analyze it, and display the results on a screen. On the one test, the ECG will be 

provided by the HeartyPatch and on the other by the Body Gateway. Also, the power usage of both devices 

will be measured to assess their battery autonomy. 

3.1 Body Gateway 

The Body Gateway (BGW) is a medical-grade wearable ECG patch, that is worn on the chest for the 

acquisition, recording, and transmission of physiological parameters to external devices which can analyze 

or forward the data to additional storage elements or systems. 

 

Figure 3.1.1: The Body Gateway device and its hardware architecture. [4] 

The Body Gateway has several functions, including: 

• 1-lead ECG 

• HRV 

• Breathing rate detection 

• Body posture detection 

• Physical activity level index 

The device is part of a multi-parameter analysis system – the Body Gateway System – and communicates 

via a Bluetooth radio link with the external device. It is built around a 32-bit STM32F1 series Cortex® 

microcontroller. 

The Body Gateway, developed by STMicroelectronics, is an earlier iteration of a device now called 

BodyGuardian® Heart8 by Preventice Solutions. The Body Gateway was chosen to participate in the 

following tests, solely because it was the only medically certified device of a similar form factor available 

at the time. 

 
8 https://www.preventicesolutions.com/healthcare-professionals/body-guardian-heart 

https://www.preventicesolutions.com/healthcare-professionals/body-guardian-heart
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Unlike the HeartyPatch, the Body Gateway doesn’t have a Wi-Fi radio. Hence, for testing, an intermediate 

device acting as a Bluetooth-to-Wi-Fi/TCP adapter will be used. That device will be an Odroid XU4 running 

the "BGW driver” developed by Grammatikakis M. et al. [13]. 

3.2 Server 

The server will run the soft real-time arrhythmia classification and visualization application [14], on an 

Odroid XU3, which is a single-board computer based on ARM’s big.LITTLE multicore architecture. The big 

cluster is the powerful quad-core ARM Cortex A15 clocked from 200 MHz to 2000MHz at intervals of 100 

MHz, while the LITTLE cluster is the low-power quad-core Cortex-A7 capable of operating at a cluster-wise 

frequency of 200 MHz to 1400 MHz at discrete intervals of 100 MHz. Our application runs on two big 

Cortex A15 cores: 1) Core 0: collecting BGW/HeartyPatch data, and 2) Core 1: analyzing and visualizing 

the data. 

The application relies on two open-source software libraries: 

1. Harvard’s Physionet Waveform Database (WFDB)9 is used to smooth and standardize BGW’s ECG 

signal to 200 samples/sec according to ANSI/AAMI EC-13. 

2. EP Limited’s Open Source ECG Analysis (OSEA)10 to perform low/high-pass QRS filtering (via 

easytest script) for heartbeat detection and classification to normal or abnormal beats. [10, 11] To 

manage ECG annotation in soft real-time, we extend easytest functionality to avoid re-

computation by applying a training signal only on the latest data; our framework theoretically 

achieves a positive predictivity close to 99.8% when using the MIT/BIH and AHA arrhythmia 

databases. Other ECG analysis methods result in smaller predictivity rates. [12] 

For viewing, annotation, and interactive analysis of ECG waveform in soft real-time (with asynchronous 

display) we use the Harvard Physionet WAVE11 software package. It is based on a 32-bit XView open-

source toolkit (a low-level XWindows client). 

Using our timing infrastructure, we collect measurements each time new ECG data is uploaded to 

the WAVE tool for visualization (via wave-remote). This includes the number of ECG samples processed, 

current time, and distribution of ECG analysis latencies to different subprocesses.  

For evaluating soft real-time, we share performance statistics, such as the number of samples, 

latency, throughput, and packet loss, across different application processes using a dynamic shared 

memory timing infrastructure that supports fast atomic shared memory read/write operations. 

  

 
9 https://archive.physionet.org/physiotools/wfdb.shtml 
10 https://www.eplimited.com/confirmation.htm 
11 https://archive.physionet.org/physiotools/wug/wug.pdf 

https://archive.physionet.org/physiotools/wfdb.shtml
https://www.eplimited.com/confirmation.htm
https://archive.physionet.org/physiotools/wug/wug.pdf
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3.3 Device configuration & network topology 

For ease of reference, a summary of the main features of the ECG devices participating in the tests follows, 

 HeartyPatch Body Gateway 
Open-source Yes No 

Medical-grade certification No Yes 

ECG leads 1 1 

ECG sampling rate (Hz) 125/128/199.8/250/256/500/512 128/256 

ECG sample size (bit) 18 12 

ECG AFE MAX30003 N/A* 

SoC ESP32 STM32F1 

Battery 3.7 V, 450 mAh, LiPo 3.7 V, 380 mAh, LiPo 

Communication Wi-Fi 
Bluetooth 

UART 

Bluetooth 
USART 

Sensors ECG ECG 
Accelerometer 
Bioimpedance 

Functions ECG 
R-to-R 
HRV† 

ECG 
R-to-R 
HRV 

Breathing rate 
Body posture 

Physical activity index 
(*) Not disclosed. 
(†) Non-standard feature; firmware implementation-dependent. 

Table 3.3.1: Summary of important features of both devices. [2, 3, 4] 

For the test, both devices are set to transmit ECG sample data at a sampling rate of 128 samples/sec. 

A TP-Link Archer C5400 router will function as the access point for the wireless network required 

by the tests. 

The HeartyPatch will connect to the server as shown in Fig. 3.3.2. 

 

Figure 3.3.2: Network topology for the HeartyPatch. 

As mentioned in section 3.1, the Body Gateway will require an intermediate device acting as a Bluetooth-

to-Wi-Fi/TCP adapter, as shown in Fig, 3.3.3. 
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Figure 3.3.3: Network topology for the Body Gateway. 

3.4 Results 

Figure 3.4.1 examines the average rate during visualization. Based on the number of samples visualized, 

and the current timestamp that the data is loaded to WAVE via wave-remote, we compute the average 

processing rate of ECG data. From this graph, we observe that we can sustain soft real-time for both 

devices. 

 

Figure 3.4.1: Average processing rate during server visualization. 

Focusing on the instant variation of the rate during visualization, Figure 3.4.2 shows a large fluctuation 

around the average value for BGW, but not for HeartyPatch. This may occur, since BGW transmits ECG 

samples in bursts (up to 128 samples in a single burst), while the ECG data flow is more regular for 

HeartyPatch (with a maximum of 8 samples per burst). 
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Figure 3.4.2: Instant processing rate during server visualization. 

 Notice that for BGW, missing packet information, e.g., due to missing an RTOS deadline, is subsequently 

transmitted in the next interval with a special (incomplete) packet. Incomplete packets are ≈ 15% of the 

complete ones. For HeartyPatch, incomplete packets do not occur. However, it is possible that during 

some intervals, packets are momentarily delayed, but this is rectified at the subsequent interval; in our 

experiments, we find that this occurs 2.4% of the time. The peak for HeartyPatch at 340.1 sec is rectified 

immediately; this rise in the instant rate can be due to a prior system call or interrupt occurring in the 

Linux kernel at the server. 

In Figures 3.4.3 and 3.4.4, we examine the distribution of the different processing delays during 

animation. The delays are normalized, i.e., they all assume the processing of 128 samples.  

 

Figure 3.4.3: Distribution of animation delays for the Body Gateway. 
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Figure 3.4.4: Distribution of animation delays for the HeartyPatch. 

As shown, server delays for HeartyPatch are much shorter than those of BGW. The contribution to the 

different processing delays is similar for both devices. This is mainly due to: a) wrsamp method used for 

conversion to std EC-13, b) easytest filtering used for heartbeat detection and classification, and c) 

wrann/rdann used for writing/reading to/from annotation files related to the latest data. Contribution 

from wave-remote, locking and shared memory constructs are marginal. 

Figures 3.4.5 and 3.4.6 show power dissipation during ECG transmission from both devices. 

 

Figure 3.4.5: BGW’s battery level (in mV) during ECG transmission. 
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Figure 3.4.6: HeartyPatch’s power dissipation (in W · secs) during ECG transmission. 

For BGW, battery depletion is obtained by programming the sensor to transmit every 10 sec its battery 

level (along with ECG data). From the graph, and using the trendline model, we deduce that the BGW 

would be operating until the battery depletes to 3.4V, or, ideally after a maximum of 13.5 hours of ECG 

transmission. 

For HeartyPatch, we have plugged the Wi-Fi enabled Odroid SmartPower 2 energy sensor12 into 

the 5V power supply of the board to measure the overall power consumption at a sample rate of 1 Hz (1 

sec). SmartPower captures the voltage, current, power, and energy consumed. From the graph, and using 

the trendline model, we deduce that the HeartyPatch would support 21.1 hours of ECG transmission 

before the battery power is depleted. In comparison, continuous streaming of all the data (ECG, ACC, 

respiration, battery, notifications) at the maximum sampling frequency of the BGW reduces the autonomy 

span to just 3 hours. 

Figure 3.4.7 compares the power consumption at the server for BGW and HeartyPatch. Energy 

consumed at the server is caused by our application (server and animator) running on two ARM Cortex-

A15 cores. ARM Cortex-A7 (little cores) and GPU have an insignificant contribution to energy, while 

memory consumption is very small. 

  

 
12 http://odroid.com/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=en:acc:smartpower2 

http://odroid.com/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=en:acc:smartpower2
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Figure 3.4.7: Power consumption at the server: (a) BGW (left), (b) HeartyPatch (right). 

According to the watt graphs, the server consumes less energy for HeartyPatch than for BGW (14% smaller 

average energy dissipation). Instant power consumption is also spikier for HeartyPatch. This may be 

related to the fact that for BGW, ECG data arrives at the server in large convoys (up to 128 12-bit values), 

and each one is transferred immediately to preserve real-time. Convoys with HeartyPatch are limited to 

eight 18-bit values, packed in eight 32-bit unsigned values. 

Figures 3.4.8 and 3.4.9 compare the annotated ECG at the server. 

 

Figure 3.4.8: Annotated ECG at the server for Body Gateway. 
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Figure 3.4.9: Annotated ECG at the server for HeartyPatch. 

Notice that the graph for HeartyPatch has a higher resolution as seen clearly from the images above 

(spikier). That is because a HeartyPatch ECG value is 18-bit compared to 12-bit precision for BGW. 

Occasionally, this may cause additional problems during the analysis, e.g., the appearance of false 

arrhythmia notifications. 
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4 Concluding remarks and future work 

In this thesis, we had the opportunity to work with an open-source consumer-grade ECG patch called 

HeartyPatch. By analyzing its firmware source code, we learned how to communicate with it. This paved 

the way for developing a program to read the ECG recording it streamed. Using said program, we 

discovered some issues regarding the performance of its official firmware, that could render the device 

unusable under certain scenarios. 

We also tested the performance of a soft real-time arrhythmia classification and visualization application. 

We performed two independent series of tests, where the application analyzed the 128 Hz sampled ECG 

stream it received wirelessly via Wi-Fi, from HeartyPatch or Body Gateway. The distributed application 

was able to achieve the sought-after soft real-time performance concerning analysis and visualization, 

with either device connected to it. Overall, the HeartyPatch exhibited slightly better behavior than the 

Body Gateway. 

Unfortunately, the issues we encountered in section 2.6, limit the comparison potential of HeartyPatch 

with devices that support sampling rates greater than 128 samples/sec. For this reason, we would like to 

amend (or completely redesign) its software, to support higher sampling rates (up to 512 samples/sec), 

in a way that avoids these issues. 

For scenarios where minor data loss can be tolerated, we would like to experiment with converting the 

underlying transport protocol to UDP/IP to increase the throughput and/or possibly reduce power usage.   
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